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Abstract: Evidence on the role of propulsion compared to drag in swimming, based on experimental
settings, is still lacking. However, higher levels of propulsion seem to lead to faster swimming veloci-
ties. The aim of this study was to understand the variation in a set of kinematic and kinetic variables
between two swimming sections and their relationship to swimming velocity. The sample consisted
of 15 young adult recreational swimmers (8 males: 20.84 ± 2.03 years; 7 females: 20.13 ± 1.90 years).
Maximum swimming velocity and a set of kinematic and kinetic variables were measured during
two consecutive sections of the swimming pool. Differences between sections were measured and
the determinants of swimming velocity were analyzed. Swimming velocity, propulsive force, and the
other kinematic and kinetic variables did not change significantly (p < 0.05) between sections (only
the intra-cyclic fluctuation of swimming velocity decreased significantly, p = 0.005). The modeling
identified the propulsive force, stroke length, and active drag coefficient as the determinants of
swimming velocity. Swimming velocity was determined by the interaction of kinematic and kinetic
variables, specifically propulsive force and active drag coefficient.

Keywords: performance; swimming analysis; propulsive force; kinematics; user-friendly data;
training; sensors; swimming velocity determinants

1. Introduction

Sports performance is a multifactorial phenomenon that depends on the interaction
between different scientific fields. That is, it is known that physiology [1], biomechanics [2],
nutrition [3], and psychology [4] (among others) play a fundamental role in improving
performance. Of these, biomechanics receives much attention because researchers, coaches,
and practitioners focus on motion analysis. Motion analysis in sports is considered to be the
recording of sports movements and the subsequent computation of meaningful parameters
describing the movement from raw kinematic data [5]. Therefore, the information provided
to athletes is considered of great importance for the improvement of their performance.

In the past, motion analysis in sports was often based on video analysis [6,7]. However,
due to the time-consuming process of data acquisition and handling [8], researchers are
choosing a different method. Nowadays, the use of wearables (i.e., any technological device
that can be worn or used as an accessory) is becoming a major approach. Wearables detect
sport-specific movements and quantify sports demands that other monitoring technologies
may not detect [9,10]. In the case of swimming, the limitations of video analysis are even
more challenging because the cameras are mounted in an aquatic environment. Thus, using
wearables consumes less time, provides immediate feedback, and allows data recording
without the restriction of distance [11]. Additionally, wearables allow the delivery of more
comprehensive data to coaches and, consequently, immediate feedback to swimmers.
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Swimming velocity depends on the interaction between propulsive and resistive forces
(i.e., drag) [12]. The literature reports substantial information on the drag of swimmers,
indicating that swimmers who have a better hydrodynamic profile are more likely to per-
form better [13–15]. However, less information can be found on the swimmers’ propulsion
despite the theoretical idea that greater propulsion leads to faster swimming velocities.
Nonetheless, based on experimental setups, it has been reported that faster stroke fre-
quencies lead to greater propulsive force [16], and greater propulsive force leads to faster
swimming velocity [17]. It must be highlighted that these experimental findings were only
possible based on wearables that allow the swimmers to perform “freely”, i.e., without
any mechanical restriction. Moreover, it has been argued that increasing propulsion by
itself or reducing drag alone may not provide better performance [18]. That is, swimmers
must generate a great propulsive force while maintaining the “best” possible hydrody-
namic position to take advantage of the achieved propulsion and reduce drag as much as
possible. It was recently reported that the active drag coefficient (CDa) is the variable that
best represents the hydrodynamics of swimmers [19]. Additionally, the authors mentioned
that the CDa can be estimated based on drag or propulsive measurements (which in the
past was estimated only through drag measurements) [19]. Therefore, in addition to the
advantages of using wearables in general, and for propulsive force in particular, researchers
and coaches can also obtain access to the CDa.

The literature on swimming, specifically on maximum trial measurements, usually
reports data based on the average of that same maximum trial [14,20]. However, it was
argued that the average of a set of variables may not provide accurate insights about a
given performance [21,22]. In elite-level swimmers competing in European Championships
(long-course, i.e., 50 m length, swimming pool), it was observed that sprinting swimmers
tend to decrease their swimming velocity along a short-distance event [23]. It was also
observed that the stroke frequency and the stroke length tended to increase over the
race [23]. Similar findings were observed in high-level swimmers during 25 m maximum
trials [17,21]. Thus, it seems that, despite the length of the swimming pool (i.e., 50 or 25 m),
there is a tendency for swimming velocity to decrease in maximal trials or sprinting events.
However, little is known about the propulsive force of swimmers and its implication in
improving swimming velocity. Moreover, and as previously mentioned, drag is one of the
most important topics in swimming. Once again, drag-related variables (i.e., active drag
or CDa) are also typically measured as an average across a trial rather than across sections
or strokes [24,25]. Consequently, little is known about the changes that may occur in the
swimmers’ hydrodynamics and their effect on their performance.

The aim of this study was to understand the variation of a set of kinematic and kinetic
variables between two swimming sections and their relationship to swimming velocity. It
was hypothesized that the propulsive force and the CDa would have a meaningful effect on
the velocity of swimmers.

2. Materials and Methods

The sample consisted of 15 young adult recreational swimmers (8 males: 20.84± 2.03 years,
73.87± 7.95 kg of body mass, 176.00± 7.21 cm of height, 174.81± 7.84 cm of arm span; 7 females:
20.13± 1.90 years, 69.14± 7.38 kg of body mass, 170.00± 7.34 cm of height, 171.21± 7.01 cm of
arm span; all pooled together: 20.51± 1.93 years, 71.66± 7.80 kg of body mass, 173.20± 7.66 cm
of height, 173.13± 7.43 cm of arm span). The participants were selected from a swimming lessons
program. For three months prior to data collection, swimmers were in a twice-weekly (three hours)
swimming lesson program. They had a previous background in swimming (4.07± 2.15 years of
practice). All procedures were in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki regarding human
research, and the University Ethics Board approved the research design (N◦ 72/2022).

2.1. Anthropometrics

Body mass (BM, in kg) was measured on an electronic scale (Tanita, MC 780-P, Tokyo,
Japan) with minimal clothing. Height (H, in cm) was collected using an electronic stadiome-
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ter (Seca, 242, Hamburg, Germany). Arm span (AS, in cm), hand surface area (HSA, in
cm2), and frontal surface area (FSA, in cm2) were measured by digital photogrammetry. For
the AS measurement, swimmers were placed near a 2D calibration object in an ortho-static
position with both arms in lateral abduction at a 90◦ angle to the trunk. Both arms and
fingers were fully extended. The distance between the tips of the third fingers was mea-
sured with a dedicated software program (Udruler, AVPSoft, United States) [26]. For HSA
measurement, the swimmers’ palms were photographed with a digital camera (Sony a6000,
Tokyo, Japan). Each HSA was calculated using a dedicated software program (Udruler,
AVPSoft, United States) [26].

For FSA measurement, the swimmers were photographed with a digital camera (Sony
a6000, Tokyo, Japan) in the transverse plane next to a 2D calibration object to calibrate the
image. While swimming, swimmers change their FSA. It is assumed that such a change has
a direct effect on the hydrodynamics of the swimmers [27]. For this purpose, the swimmers
were instructed to lie down on a bench wearing their swimsuits, cap, and goggles. Their
lower trunk was supported on the bench so that swimmers could lean on the upper part of
their trunk. Swimmers were photographed in the following positions: (i) right hand catch;
(ii) right hand insweep; (iii) right hand exit and left hand catch; (iv) left hand insweep;
and (v) left hand exit and right hand catch [27]. This was done to represent the duration
of an entire stroke cycle. In this case, the beginning and end of each stroke cycle was
considered the consecutive entry of the right hand into the water. Then, each FSA position
was measured by digital photogrammetry as previously mentioned [26]. Values at each
position were interpolated using a cubic spline from which the FSA values were calculated
at each percentage point (each 5%) of the stroke (Figure 1). This was used to calculate the
CDa (see Section 2.4.2).
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average, and dashed lines represent the 95% confidence intervals.

2.2. Research Design of In-Water Data

After a standardized warm-up, swimmers were instructed to perform an all-out 25 m
trial in front-crawl with a push-off start. They were advised not to breathe while performing
between the 10th and the 20th meter marks to avoid changes in their stroke coordination or
technique [28]. Between the 10th and the 20th meter marks, two sections were analyzed:
(i) S10–15 m: distance between the 10th and 15th meter marks; and (ii) S15–20 m: distance
between the 15th and 20th meter marks. In each section of the race, the average of a set of
variables was measured.
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2.3. Kinematics

To measure swimming velocity, the string of a speedometer (SpeedRT, ApLab, Rome,
Italy) was attached to the swimmers’ hip [22]. The speedometer calculated the displacement
and velocity of the swimmers at a rate of 100 Hz. Afterwards, data were imported into
a signal-processing software program (AcqKnowledge v. 3.9.0, Biopac Systems, Santa
Barbara, CA, USA). The signal was handled with a Butterworth 4th-order low-pass filter
(cut-off: 5 Hz) upon residual analysis. A GoPro Hero 7 video camera (at a sampling rate
of 60 Hz) was synchronized to the speedometer to film the swimmers’ performance in
the sagittal plane to identify the passing moment of each section. The swimming velocity
(in m/s) was obtained from the software in each section of the race (i.e., S10–15 m and
S15–20 m). The intra-cyclic fluctuation of swimming velocity (dv, in %) was calculated
as the coefficient of variation (CV:CV = (one standard deviation)/mean) × 100) [29]. The
stroke frequency (SF, in Hz) was measured by calculating the number of cycles per unit of
time from the time required to complete one full cycle (f = 1/t), and afterward converted
to Hz. A complete stroke cycle was considered to end at the moment of consecutive entry
of the right hand into the water. The stroke length (SL, in m) was computed as SL = v/SF,
in which v is the swimming velocity (in m/s), and SF is the stroke frequency (in Hz) [30].
The stroke index (SI, in m2/s) was used as a swimming efficiency indicator [31]. It was
calculated as SI = v · SL, in which SI is the stroke index (in m2/s), v is the swimming velocity
(in m/s), and SL is the stroke length (in m). Figure 2A represents the speedometer setup.
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Figure 2. Panel (A)—speedometer setup for the swimming velocity measurement. Panel (B)—placement
of the sensors for propulsive force measurement.

2.4. Kinetics
2.4.1. Propulsive Force

The propulsive force was measured with SmartPaddles® (Trainesense, Tampere,
Finland). These are wearable sensors that measure a set of kinetic and kinematic vari-
ables during a swimming stroke [32]. It consists of three parts: the SmartPaddles®, the
PoolShark Session Manager mobile application for recording, and the Analysis Center
(https://sharksensors.com/) for analysis and data storage. The SmartPaddles® sensor
unit is attached to the swimmer’s hand with silicon straps (Figure 2B). It records the ap-
plied force using two pressure sensors and movement with 9-axis IMU. The device uses
a sampling frequency of 100 Hz. The PoolShark Session Manager acts as a user interface
between a mobile device and the SmartPaddles®. It is used to manage the recording and
upload the data to the Analysis Center. The Analysis Center automatically analyzes the
recordings and visualizes the performance. The main focus of the Analysis Center is to
provide instantaneous information to train athletes in the training environment. Further-
more, it also allows downloading the data for further processing. As far as it is known,
the SmartPaddles® calculation algorithm has not been published yet. The SmartPaddles®

generates the processed data through the closed Matlab GUI (Graphical User Interface)
(Tampere, Finland) developed by the Trainesense Oy (Tampere, Finland). This means

https://sharksensors.com/
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that there is no access to SmartPaddles® raw data and the algorithm calculation constants
cannot be adjusted.

As mentioned before, swimming velocity was obtained during three consecutive stroke
cycles in each section (i.e., S10–15 m and S15–20 m). Consequently, the three corresponding
arm-pulls of each upper limb were used. Figure 3 (panel B1—left upper limb; panel B2—right
upper limb) shows an example of a swimmer’s arm-pulls during the entire trial. Each arm-pull
was defined as the time spent between the entry and exit of the hand. For the right (Fmean_right,
in N) and left (Fmean_left, in N) arm-pulls, the mean propulsion was measured. Afterward, the
mean propulsive force generated during an entire stroke (Fmean_stroke cycle, in N) cycle was
calculated as (Fmean_right + Fmean_left)/2 (in N). The sum of the two arm-pulls (Ftotal, in N) was
calculated to retrieve the total propulsive force generated during a full stroke cycle (Fmean_right
+ Fmean_left). The impulse related to each arm-pull was calculated as: Imp = F · 4t, in which
Imp is the impulse (in N·s), F is the propulsive force (in N), and4t is the amount of time the
propulsive force was generated (in s).
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2.4.2. Active Drag Coefficient (CDa)

The CDa was calculated based on inverse dynamics, taking the total propulsive
force generated during an entire stroke cycle [19]. Therefore, the CDa was calculated
as CDa = propulsive force/(0.5 · v2 · ρ · FSA), in which CDa is the active drag coefficient
(dimensionless), the propulsive force is the amount of propulsive force generated in an
entire stroke cycle (sum of both upper limbs, in N), v is the swimming velocity (in m/s), ρ is
the water density (assumed to be 997 kg/m3), and FSA is the frontal surface area (assumed
to be the variation verified during one entire stroke cycle, in m2).

2.5. Statistical Analysis

The Shapiro–Wilk test and Levene’s test were used to assess the normality and ho-
moscedasticity, respectively. Mean plus one standard deviation was computed as descrip-
tive statistics.

For the v, dv, SF, SL, SI, Fmean_stroke cycle, Impmean_stroke cycle, Ftotal, and CDa, a paired
sample t-test (p < 0.05) was used to verify the difference between the two sections. For the
Fmean_right, Impright, Fmean_left, and Impleft, a two-way repeated measures ANOVA (p < 0.05)
was used: (i) arm-pull time effect (difference between S10–15 m and S15–20 m); and (ii) side
effect (difference between the right and left upper limbs). In both analyses, a gender effect
was tested (p < 0.05), revealing a non-significant effect in both analyses. Therefore, data
are presented with the two genders grouped together. Cohen’s d was used to estimate the
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pairwise standardized effect sizes and was deemed as: (i) trivial if 0 ≤ d < 0.20; (ii) small if
0.20 ≤ d < 0.60; (iii) moderate if 0.60 ≤ d < 1.20; (iv) large if 1.20 ≤ d < 2.00; (v) very large if
2.00 ≤ d < 4.00; and (vi) nearly perfect if d ≥ 4.00 [33].

Hierarchical linear modeling (HLM) was used to identify the determinants of swim-
ming velocity. Two models were tested. In the first model, the differences between genders
and the changes over time were tested. In the second and final model, the determinants of
swimming velocity were tested (i.e., kinematics and kinetics). The final model considered
only the significant determinants. Maximum likelihood estimation was calculated on
HLM7 software [34].

3. Results
3.1. SmartPaddles and Analysis Center

Figures 3 and 4 represent an example of data from a swimmer, which can be observed
in the Analysis Center. Figure 3 reports the propulsive force data (i.e., average orientation,
arm-pull by arm-pull propulsive force, and underwater and recovery times). Figure 4
represents an example of the trajectory of a swimmer’s hands in the top, side, and back
views. The trajectory data corresponds to the average of the total arm-pulls performed by
each hand.
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in the Analysis Center. Figure 3 reports the propulsive force data (i.e., average orientation, 
arm-pull by arm-pull propulsive force, and underwater and recovery times). Figure 4 rep-
resents an example of the trajectory of a swimmer’s hands in the top, side, and back views. 
The trajectory data corresponds to the average of the total arm-pulls performed by each 
hand. 

(A) 

 

(B) 

(C) 

Figure 4. Example of a swimmer’s hand trajectory that can be analyzed in the Analysis Center. Suf-
fixes 1 and 2 correspond to the left and right hand, respectively. Panels (A)—top view of the arm-
pulls. Panels (B)—side view of the arm-pulls. Panels (C)—back view of the arm-pulls. 

Figure 4. Example of a swimmer’s hand trajectory that can be analyzed in the Analysis Center.
Suffixes 1 and 2 correspond to the left and right hand, respectively. Panels (A)—top view of the
arm-pulls. Panels (B)—side view of the arm-pulls. Panels (C)—back view of the arm-pulls.

3.2. Experimental Results

Table 1 presents the descriptive data (mean ± one standard deviation—1SD) of the
propulsive force and impulse generated by each hand in each section. Inferential analysis
revealed a non-significant time and side effect, as well as a non-significant time X side
interaction for both variables. This shows that the propulsive force and impulse did
not change significantly between sections, and non-significant differences were observed
between hands. Notwithstanding, both variables showed higher values at S15–20 m than
at S10–15 m (but with a trivial effect size).

Table 2 presents the descriptive data (mean ± one standard deviation—1SD) of the
kinematic and kinetic variables by section. It also presents the comparison between sections.
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Swimmers slightly increased their swimming velocity between sections (non-significantly
with a trivial effect size). The same was observed for the other kinematic and kinetic
variables. The CDa slightly decreased between sections (trivial effect size). The dv was
the only variable that presented a significant change (decrease, i.e., suggesting better
performance but with a small effect size).

Table 1. Descriptive data (mean± one standard deviation—1SD) of the propulsive force generated by
hand in each section. It also presents the time effect (arm-pull difference between sections), side effect
(difference between the propulsive force generated by both hands), and the respective interaction.

Mean ± 1 SD Time Side Interaction
Time X Side

S10–15 m S15–20 m F-Ratio (p) F-Ratio (p) F-Ratio (p) d [Descriptor]

Fmean_right [N] 23.87 ± 4.87 24.17 ± 5.13 0.472 (0.498) 1.794 (0.191) 0.002 (0.961) 0.06 [trivial]
Fmean_left [N] 27.03 ± 7.27 27.29 ± 8.15 0.03 [trivial]
Impright [N·s] 19.82 ± 5.00 20.02 ± 5.49 0.520 (0.477) 1.249 (0.273) 0.044 (0.835) 0.04 [trivial]
Impleft [N·s] 22.45 ± 6.61 22.62 ± 7.58 0.02 [trivial]

Fmean_right—mean propulsive force generated by the right hand; Fmean_left—mean propulsive force generated
by the left hand; Impright—impulse generated by the right hand; Impleft—impulse generated by the left hand;
p—significance value.

Table 2. Descriptive data (mean ± one standard deviation—1SD) of all variables measured and the
t-test comparison between sections.

Mean ± 1 SD

S10–15 m S15–20 m t-Test (p) Mean Difference 95CI d [Descriptor]

v [m/s] 1.21 ± 0.16 1.22 ± 0.17 −1.391 (0.186) −0.012 −0.031 to 0.007 0.06 [trivial]
dv [%] 33.82 ± 15.22 25.59 ± 13.15 3.280 (0.005) 8.241 2.853 to 13.629 0.58 [small]
SF [Hz] 0.83 ± 0.11 0.83 ± 0.13 −0.255 (0.803) −0.003 −0.025 to 0.020 0.00 [trivial]
SL [m] 1.48 ± 0.20 1.49 ± 0.24 −0.737 (0.473) −0.015 −0.059 to 0.029 0.05 [trivial]
SI [m2/s] 1.80 ± 0.38 1.83 ± 0.43 −1.031 (0.320) −0.037 −0.115 to 0.040 0.07 [trivial]
Fmean_stroke cycle [N] 25.45 ± 4.11 25.73 ± 5.34 −0.585 (0.568) −0.274 −1.279 to 0.731 0.06 [trivial]
Impmean_stroke-cycle [N·s] 21.03 ± 4.68 21.32 ± 5.76 −0.570 (0.578) −0.288 −1.370 to 0.794 0.06 [trivial]
Ftotal [N] 50.91 ± 8.24 51.46 ± 10.68 −0.583 (0.569) −0.547 −2.558 to 1.464 0.06 [trivial]
CDa [dimensionless] 0.76 ± 0.24 0.75 ± 0.27 0.112 (0.912) 0.002 −0.035 to 0.039 0.04 [trivial]

v—swimming velocity; dv—intra-cyclic variation of swimming velocity; SF—stroke frequency; SL—stroke
length; SI—stroke index; Fmean_stroke cycle—mean propulsive force (average of both hands) of the stroke cycle;
Impmean_stroke cycle—mean impulse (average of both hands) of the stroke cycle; Ftotal—total propulsive force (sum
of both hands) of the stroke cycle; CDa—active drag coefficient.

Table 3 presents the fixed effects of the final computed model, keeping only the
significant determinants. The CDa was the variable with the highest contribution to the
swimming velocity. A one-unit increase in the CDa imposed an increase of 0.593 m/s
(95CI: −0.636 to −0.550; p < 0.001) in the swimming velocity. That is, an increase of
the CDa promoted a negative and significant effect on the swimming velocity. The other
determinants had a positive (and significant) effect on the swimming velocity. That is, a
larger SL and greater Fmean (right and left) led to a faster swimming velocity.

Table 3. Fixed effects of the final model including standard errors and (SE) and 95% confidence
intervals (95CI).

Parameter Fixed Effect Estimate (SE) 95CI p-Value

SL [m] 0.067 (0.025) 0.018 to 0.116 0.014
CDa [dimensionless] −0.593 (0.022) −0.636 to −0.550 <0.001
Fmean_right [N] 0.007 (0.001) 0.005 to 0.009 <0.001
Fmean_left [N] 0.008 (0.001) 0.006 to 0.010 <0.001

SL—stroke length; CDa—active drag coefficient; Fmean_right—mean propulsive force of the right hand; Fmean_left—mean
propulsive force of the left hand.
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4. Discussion

The aim of this study was to understand the variance of a set of kinematic and kinetic
variables between two swimming sections and their relationship to swimming velocity.
Swimming velocity did not significantly change between sections. The same was observed
in the propulsive force with a non-significant side effect as well (i.e., difference between
right and left arm-pulls). Likewise, the other kinematic and kinetic variables did not change
significantly between sections, except for the dv (which significantly decreased between
sections). Moreover, hierarchical modeling revealed that the SL, CDa, and the propulsive
force of both hands were the main determinants of the swimming velocity, with the CDa
being the greatest contributor.

4.1. SmartPaddles and Analysis Center

Several studies mention the advantages of using wearables in swimming and other
sports, regardless of the type of variables measured and monitored [10,35]. However,
regardless of whether it is based on IMU’s or other sensors, data handling (after data
collecting) may not be user-friendly for coaches and swimmers. That is, data often need
to be filtered and manipulated to be presented to coaches and swimmers. Indeed, studies
using wearables indicate that data often have noise that needs to be filtered out [9,36]. This
process might be time-consuming and not user-friendly for non-experts with data handling
such as coaches and swimmers. Therefore, having wearables that can be paired with
operating systems that allow the presentation of filtered data to coaches and swimmers
is an important step in the training process. As previously mentioned, the set of sensors
used in this study is based on a system that includes the sensor units, an application for
recording, and an analysis and data storage application for visualization [32]. Consequently,
coaches and swimmers can visualize the propulsive force time-series (Figure 3A1,A2), the
average of all arm-pulls performed (Figure 3B1,B2), and the time spent in the underwater
and recovery phases (Figure 3C1,C2). Moreover, as the sensor units are based on IMU’s, the
hand’s path can also be visualized from several perspectives (Figure 4). This visualization
allows both coaches and swimmers to better understand the potential difficulties in their
stroke mechanics. Indeed, information about the path of the swimmers’ hand is of great
importance for improving performance [37].

Propulsive force in swimming can be experimentally and directly measured based
on pressure sensors or IMU’s [17,32,38]. It can also be indirectly measured by tethered
swimming [39]. Despite all the methods, there is still no gold-standard method to measure
propulsive force in swimming. Notwithstanding, it should be mentioned that the sensor
units used in the present study had a high agreement with a commonly used pressure
sensor system [32].

4.2. Experimental Results

Most studies that analyze propulsive force in swimmers (as it relates to swimming
velocity) tend to use the average of a given trial for further analysis [38,40]; however, in
sports, an intravariability occurs [41]. That is, athletes may not always reproduce a given
motion in the exact same way. In swimming, this phenomenon may be even greater due to
the unstable conditions of the aquatic environment [42]. Therefore, to have a deeper insight,
researchers and coaches can measure a given variable in different swimming pool sections
as it is done in a race analysis context [23] or in a stroke-by-stroke analysis during a given
trial [21,43]. In the present study, the researchers chose to analyze the variables between
sections for convenience and because the sample consisted of recreational swimmers rather
than high-level swimmers. The data revealed that the propulsive force of the swimmers
in front-crawl did not differ between the sections and did not present a significant side
effect (i.e., differences between right and left hand). The literature lacks information on
the propulsive force variation during trials. Notwithstanding, Morais et al. [17] observed
that, at least in high-level swimmers, propulsive force at maximum swimming velocity
tended to decrease in a stroke-by-stroke analysis. However, the authors [17] observed a
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significant side effect (with a small effect size—based on the cut-off values of this study),
which was not found in the present study. Therefore, based on sample demographics or
other characteristics (such as dry-land strength or motor control), swimmers may or may
not have a significant difference in the mean propulsive force between sides. This is a
phenomenon that needs to be further studied, as well as its implications for swimming
performance.

The activity observed in swimming velocity (and remaining kinematic variables) was
the same as in the propulsive force, i.e., it did not significantly change between sections. In
maximal trials or official sprinting events, swimming velocity tends to decrease significantly
throughout the trial or front-crawl race in trained swimmers [17,23]. As this sample was
composed of recreational swimmers, it seems that they presented an opposite profile when
performing a maximal trial. As mentioned previously, swimming velocity and propulsive
force did not change significantly between sections. The only variable that presented a
significant difference between sections was the dv, in which a decrease was observed. The
dv is considered an efficiency proxy, in which smaller values are usually related to better
performances [14,20]. However, such an assumption is based on the average values of
the entire trial. New approaches in swimming research are arguing that smaller values
observed in the dv, at least in front-crawl, may not always be related to better performances
and vice-versa [21]. Although swimming with greater gross efficiency may lead to lower
energy expenditure [44], it is argued that swimmers can use different patterns of stroke
mechanics (related to swimming efficiency) to maximize swimming velocity, at least in
maximal trials or events [21]. Indeed, it can be argued that, in maximal trials or sprint
events, swimmers are not concerned about saving energy. Therefore, swimmers can adopt
a strategy based on generating greater propulsive forces and less efficient technique [21].
The CDa also decreased slightly (but not significantly) between sections. As far as it is
known, this is the first study that indicates the measurement of CDa within the same trial.
It was previously reported that, during swimming, FSA changes [27,45] and, consequently,
active drag changes [27]. Therefore, it can be suggested that the CDa can also change
during swimming. The data of this study corroborates this assumption. Based on inverse
dynamics, taking the propulsive force generated by the swimmers, their swimming velocity,
and their FSA variation, it was possible to calculate the CDa in each section. Overall, it can
be stated that the increase in swimming velocity between sections (although not significant)
may be related to the increase in propulsive force concurrently with the decrease observed
in the dv and CDa.

Hierarchical linear modeling was used to identify the determinants of swimming
velocity. As male and female swimmers were tested together and repeated measurements
were performed, the effects of gender and time were tested, respectively. Gender and
time revealed a non-significant effect. This indicates that men and women can be grouped
together to identify the determinants of swimming velocity. Moreover, a significant time
effect for the swimming velocity test was not identified. This indicates that swimming
velocity did not change significantly between sections (as previously tested). Thus, it can
be stated that recreational swimmers do not have a profile similar to high-level swimmers,
where a significant decrease in swimming velocity is observed between sections in a
maximal trial or sprinting event [23]. The final model revealed SL, Fmean_right, Fmean_left,
and CDa as significant determinants of swimming velocity. Regarding SL, current data
indicate that swimmers who were able to cover a greater distance per stroke are more likely
to achieve faster swimming velocities, which is a well-known fact in swimming [14,20].
Regarding propulsive force, theoretical models based on numerical studies indicated
that greater levels of propulsive force led to faster swimming velocities [46,47]. More
recently, experimental studies have demonstrated this phenomenon, finding that higher
values of propulsive force led to faster swimming velocities [16,17]. Here, it could even be
argued that a greater propulsive force might also allow for a larger SL and, hence, a faster
swimming velocity. Indeed, it has been argued that propulsive force may play a key role
in the SF–SL interaction to increase swimming velocity [18]. The CDa was also kept as a
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significant determinant of swimming velocity. The literature is committed to showing that
hydrodynamics plays a fundamental role in the swimmers’ performance, where swimmers
who present smaller values are more likely to present better performances [13,48].

In the past, due to equipment constraints, it was more difficult to measure propulsive
force directly and, hence, test it as a determinant of swimming velocity. The data of the
current study indicates that swimming velocity was determined by the interaction of
kinematics (SL) and kinetics (propulsive force and CDa, i.e., hydrodynamics). This is in line
with the literature, which highlights swimming as a holistic phenomenon. Notwithstanding,
it should be mentioned that swimmers can achieve faster swimming velocities by generating
propulsive forces while reducing resistive forces [12]. These findings reveal that both
propulsion and CDa are significant determinants of swimming velocity. Recently, it has
been reported that swimmers can experience misalignments when producing propulsive
force, which will lead them to have a larger FSA area and, therefore, a greater resistive
force [27]. Consequently, they can be under a higher resistive force immediately after they
generate propulsive force, promoting a decrease in their swimming velocity. Therefore, it
can be suggested that there is no point in generating greater levels of propulsive force if
immediately afterward one does not adopt a position that is as hydrodynamic as possible,
i.e., decreases the water resistance.

As the main limitations of the present study, it can be considered that: (i) these data are
suitable only for sprint trials or events, i.e., maximal swimming velocity; (ii) an indicator of
the swimmers’ motor control was not measured, for example, the index of coordination.
This may bring a deeper insight on the relationship between the swimmers’ velocity and
the propulsive force and CDa; and (iii) FSA variation was measured based on land positions
simulating the key-moments of the swimming stroke. It should be stated that, whenever
possible, researchers are advised to measure FSA based on an in-water approach [27,45].
Future studies should focus on understanding the relationship between propulsive force
and swimming velocity at different paces or intensities. Moreover, whenever suitable, a
stroke-by-stroke analysis should be performed to understand the variance of these variables
and their relationship to swimming velocity.

5. Conclusions

This study concludes that recreational swimmers did not significantly change their
swimming velocity between the two sections. The same activity was observed in the
propulsive force and in the other kinematic and kinetic variables measured, except for
the dv. Hierarchical modeling revealed that swimming velocity was determined by the
interaction of kinematic (SL) and kinetic variables (Fmean_right and Fmean_left—propulsive
force; CDa—resistive force). Coaches and swimmers should be aware of the importance of
balance in both generating propulsive forces and decreasing resistive forces.
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